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Abstract

The National High Magnetic Field Laboratory has brought to field a Series-Connected Hybrid 

magnet for NMR spectroscopy. As a DC powered magnet it can be operated at fields up to 36.1 T. 

The series connection between a superconducting outsert and a resistive insert dramatically 

minimizes the high frequency fluctuations of the magnetic field typically observed in purely 

resistive magnets. Current-density-grading among various resistive coils was used for improved 

field homogeneity. The 48 mm magnet bore and 42 mm outer diameter of the probes leaves 

limited space for conventional shims and consequently a combination of resistive and 

ferromagnetic shims are used. Field maps corrected for field instabilities were obtained and 

shimming achieved better than 1 ppm homogeneity over a cylindrical volume of 1 cm diameter 

and height. The magnetic field is regulated within 0.2 ppm using an external 7Li lock sample 

doped with paramagnetic MnCl2. The improved field homogeneity and field regulation using a 

modified AVANCE NEO console enables NMR spectroscopy at 1H frequencies of 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5 

GHz. NMR at 1.5 GHz reflects a 50% increase in field strength above the highest superconducting 

magnets available presently. Three NMR probes have been constructed each equipped with an 

external lock rf coil for field regulation. Initial NMR results obtained from the SCH magnet using 

these probes illustrate the very exciting potential of ultra-high magnetic fields.
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Introduction

Prospects for new scientific revelations have driven superconducting (SC) magnets 

constructed from low temperature superconductors (LTS) to the limits of that technology [1–

3]. Prospects for much higher magnetic fields B0 lie primarily with high temperature 

superconductors (HTS) [4]. While these material developments have been making good 

progress over the past 30 years, the US National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) 

has designed, constructed and demonstrate here a new series-connected resistive/

superconducting hybrid (SCH) magnet that operates in powered mode at fields up to 35.2 T 

or 1.5 GHz. This magnet has been designed and constructed with improved stability and 

homogeneity in the range of tenths of a ppm necessary for high-resolution solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy. This magnet coupled with a Bruker AVANCE NEO console provides 

numerous opportunities to explore the frontiers of NMR science through the benefits of such 

field strengths prior to the availability of HTS magnets that will become accessible in 

coming years.

Over the past decade and a half, magnet field strengths for NMR have increased by 10%. 

The SCH magnet presented here provides a 50% increase over current SC magnets to reach 

1.5 GHz. The benefits of high fields for NMR spectroscopy are manifold: new physical 

phenomena emerge, such as field-induced phases of materials [5] and field-dependent spin 

interactions move relaxation mechanisms into a new regime [6], and most importantly, a 

much needed enhancement in spectral sensitivity and resolution is obtained. The Boltzman 
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factor of the spin polarization and resonance frequency results in a decrease in signal 

averaging time in proportion to B0
3 for spin-1/2 nuclei. For half-integer spins, the reduction 

in second-order quadrupolar broadening brings resolution enhancement and additional 

sensitivity up to a factor of B0
4, opening access to many nuclei in the Periodic Table. High 

magnetic fields can increase molecular alignment in solution through diamagnetic 

susceptibility effects that result in residual dipolar couplings (RDC) [7]. Alignment of 

membrane proteins and peptides in planar lipid bilayers also benefits from the aligning force 

that is proportional to B0
2. For multidimensional experiments, the increase of field generates 

additional sensitivity enhancement, while a multiplicative resolution enhancement is 

proportional to the number of dimensions. This need for higher fields is therefore, vitally 

important for NMR, which is one of the lowest sensitivity spectroscopic techniques. The 

advent of higher fields could improve NMR in multiple ways including the characterization 

of inherently insensitive nuclei, smaller sample amounts, dilute systems, or surfaces instead 

of bulk samples.

This article aims to provide a comprehensive description that includes the design of the SCH 

magnet and its operation, ferromagnetic and resistive shimming of the field homogeneity, 

field regulation for achieving stable fields, the NMR console, and the NMR probes being 

designed and constructed for this magnet. Three solid-state NMR probes have been 

developed so far at the NHMFL: 1) a triple-resonance 2.0 mm magic-angle spinning (MAS) 

probe, 2) a double-resonance static probe with interchangeable coil platforms, and 3) a 

single-resonance 3.2 mm MAS probe. All of these probes have multiple tuning options for 

different nuclei and each probe has an external lock channel. Initial results chosen to 

demonstrate the unique capabilities as well as limitations of the magnet are presented. 

Importantly, the description here is of present capabilities; enhancements to the stability and 

homogeneity of the magnetic field as well as further probe developments are ongoing.

SCH Magnet

NMR magnets are typically constructed from single strands of SC wire (Fig. 1a) wound into 

nested coils (solenoids). The innermost coils must operate at high magnetic fields and are 

typically made from Nb3Sn while the outer coils at low field (< 10 T) are typically NbTi. 

The magnet is charged from an external power supply that can provide a few hundred amps 

at a few volts (<10 kW). Current is introduced to the magnet via vapor-cooled current leads 

running from room temperature to the magnet, which is operating at 1.8 – 4.2 K. For 

decades, current-leads were made of copper, but in recent years “binary” leads made of a 

copper upper section and a HTS (typically Bi2223) lower section have become more 

common. The two sections are separated by an “intercept” that contains a cryogenic fluid 

such as liquid nitrogen (~80 K) or helium gas (20 – 40 K). This is arguably the first 

commercial application of HTS materials. After the magnet reaches field, a persistent switch 

is closed which allows the magnet to continue carrying current without a connection to the 

external power supply and then current leads can be withdrawn. Magnets based on these 

principles have reached as much as 23.5 T (1.0 GHz). Higher fields using this technology do 

not appear possible as the current density of the Nb3Sn is very low at this field strength [1].
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Higher steady state magnetic fields have always been available using resistive magnets. 

Today 30 – 38 T powered (DC) magnets are available at 6 laboratories worldwide. The most 

common way of constructing these magnets uses high strength copper-alloy sheet metal, 

which is stamped into slit disks with hundreds of elongated cooling holes in a staggered grid 

(Florida-Bitter magnet design, Fig. 1b) [8]. Insulators of the same geometry are made and 

conductors and insulators are stacked in a helical manner to generate a coil. To minimize the 

ratio of insulation to conductor and maximize the overall packing factor, the magnets are 

designed for relatively high currents (40 kA, 500 V at fields up to 35 T at the NHMFL). 

Cold water is pumped through the cooling holes with a velocity of up to 20 m/s and a flow 

rate proportional to the power of the magnet (20 MW magnets at NHMFL use 165 l/s). 

There is no fundamental limit on the field intensity that can be reached, but the power 

required increases faster than the square of the field, as does the mass. Most of these 

magnets are used for condensed matter physics (CMP) where high homogeneity is not 

required. The coils are designed to maximize the field/power ratio and typical field 

uniformity is about a few hundred ppm over a 1 cm diameter spherical volume (DSV) using 

shorter coils than that of NMR magnets. Some resistive magnets have used current-density 

grading in the main coils and ferromagnetic shims to reduce inhomogeneity to ~10 ppm/cm 

[9]. The field stability is mostly determined by the active power supply and temperature 

regulations of the cooling water. The 20 MW power supply can be controlled no better than 

~50 ppm. Feedback control systems based on a combination of flux pickup coil and an 

NMR lock are required to reach < 10 ppm stability [10, 11]. Such resistive magnets with 

improved field homogeneity and stability have been used for exploratory NMR experiments 

at fields higher than those available from SC magnets [10–17].

Most of the DC magnet laboratories worldwide started out building resistive magnets and 

reached the limits of their power supplies prior to the limits of their ambitions. In the 1970s 

development of resistive/SC hybrid magnets to reach higher fields was started, with 18 

systems being completed over the intervening years. Resistive magnet technology is used for 

the inner coils where the magnetic field is too high for LTS materials, while LTS materials 

are used for the outer part to limit the size of the power supplies and the costs associated 

with running the system. The highest field from a hybrid magnet available today is 45 T, at 

the NHMFL. These magnets are typically used for CMP, and their homogeneity and stability 

are similar to those of resistive magnets described above [18].

While resistive magnets are typically used for CMP, there has been an ongoing effort to take 

advantage of their high fields for high resolution NMR at the NHMFL and other magnet 

laboratories for at least 20 years. The sources of field fluctuations in resistive magnets were 

characterized and progress was made toward ameliorating them [10]. The remarkable 

possibilities of high fields for reducing broadening in the spectra of half-integer quadrupolar 

nuclei was explored in resistive magnets [14, 15, 17]. The Keck Foundation supported the 

development of a 25 T magnet at the NHMFL for chemical applications of NMR and EPR 

[9, 19, 20]. The Keck magnet achieved a homogeneity of 48 ppm which was corrected to 12 

ppm with the addition of ferromagnetic shims. The utility of a resistive magnet such as the 

Keck for wide line NMR was demonstrated [15] and pulse techniques to take advantage of 

the high field of this resistive magnet for high resolution NMR have been explored [12, 16]. 

The limitations of both stability and homogeneity, however, led to the Keck magnet serving 
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as a test facility for further improvements in field homogeneity and suppression of field 

fluctuations [21] rather than as a tool for routine high-field NMR investigations.

In the late 1990s magnet designers and NMR spectroscopists at the NHMFL proposed a new 

hybrid magnet intended for NMR. This new instrument would be novel in connecting the 

resistive and SC coils electrically in series (previous hybrids used separate power supplies 

for the resistive and SC coils). By adding the large inductance of the SC outsert (0.25 H) to 

that of the resistive insert (0.005 H), the ripple from the power supply should be reduced. 

Such a hybrid magnet could generate homogeneous and stable magnetic fields for high-

resolution NMR spectroscopy with better than 1 ppm line widths at field strengths far above 

what LTS magnets could generate. While HTS materials were discovered more than 30 

years ago, progress in using these materials at fields above 23.5 T has been slow. An NMR 

magnet with an HTS insert operated for a while at 1020 MHz at Riken [4] and a non-NMR 

magnet with an HTS insert became operational at 24.5 T in Sendai, Japan early in 2017 [22]. 

Consequently, a resistive/SC hybrid was clearly the only option when this project was 

initiated.

The resistive part of the magnet used the standard Florida-Bitter technology described 

above. The SC part of the hybrid magnet is quite different from that used for NMR magnets 

or even for CMP magnets. The main challenge in developing a hybrid magnet is the 

interaction between the resistive and SC systems, and this challenge places unusual demands 

upon the technology needed for the SC magnet. The source of the challenge is related to two 

main differences between resistive and SC magnets: their inductance/resistance time 

constants and their stabilities. If the power supply charging a resistive magnet trips off due to 

sags in the incoming voltage, faults in the power supply, etc., the resistive magnet will 

discharge itself with an exponential time constant given by the ratio of the inductance, L, 

over the resistance, R. For the 35 T resistive magnet at the NHMFL, L = 5 mH, R = 0.025 

Ohms, so L/R = 0.2 sec. In contrast, a 20 T SC CMP magnet made by Oxford Instruments 

will have an inductance between 100 and 300 Henries and the discharge time constant will 

be many hours.

SC magnets only exhibit superconductivity when the conductor remains below the critical 

surface, which is a function of temperature, field, current-density, and mechanical strain. In a 

typical NMR or CMP SC magnet, the conductor (Fig. 1a) is wrapped with electrical 

insulation (which is also a thermal insulator) and then wound into a coil which is 

impregnated with epoxy. This means any heat generated in the coil generates a temperature 

rise given by the heat capacity of the Nb3Sn (or NbTi) and copper that constitutes the 

conductor. A small amount of heat introduced into a SC magnet can be sufficient to raise its 

temperature above the critical surface and cause the magnet to stop SC (quench). For 

commercial magnets this minimum quench energy can be a few millijoules. Consequently, if 

a hybrid magnet was built using technology for the SC outsert similar to the 20 T SC 

described above, tripping off the resistive magnet power supply, or ramping the resistive 

magnet up or down, would induce currents flowing in the copper conductor surrounding the 

SC wire that would generate a few millijoules of heat and quench it. To build a successful 

hybrid, one must use SC magnet technology that is much more stable under rapid charging 

than that typically used in commercial CMP or NMR magnets.
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The preferred way to provide stability to a SC magnet is to include helium in direct contact 

with the conductor. At 4 K, liquid helium has a specific heat ~10,000 times greater than that 

of Nb3Sn, copper, or steel. By the time we include the differences in densities, we see that 

liquid helium will have a temperature rise due to a given heat load a factor of ~650 lower 

than that of other materials in the conductor. The SC coils of hybrid magnets are typically 

made of multi-strand cables of SC wire with space for helium to penetrate and contact the 

strand. One particular way of doing this is called a Cable-In-Conduit Conductor (CICC) 

where the SC strand is twisted to make a cable, which is installed in a stainless steel pipe 

[23]. The pipe is compacted to leave the cable plus ~30% void space inside the conduit (Fig. 

1c). This CICC is then wrapped with insulation and wound into a coil. The coil is reacted to 

form the Nb3Sn composite. During operation supercritical helium is pumped through the 

void spaces in the cable. In this manner CICCs can have minimum quench energies in the 

kilojoule range. CICCs were first used for hybrid magnets at the NHMFL in the world 

record 45 T magnet [24]. The SCH magnet described here consists of 20 kA resistive and 

LTS magnets nested inside each other and connected electrically in series (hence the name 

Series-Connected Hybrid). The 12.5 MW resistive coils are cooled by 110 l/s of deionized 

water at 10 °C and are located in the bore of the cryostat for the 13 T, 50 cm bore LTS coil 

which is cooled by 12 g/s of supercritical helium at 4.5 K.

A schematic vertical section of the SCH magnet is shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with the 

coil arrangement of the NHMFL 21.1 T NMR/MRI SC magnet. While SC NMR magnets 

have close to 1 ppb homogeneity, similar uniformity does not seem achievable in a hybrid 

magnet. Superconductors carry less current at high fields than at low fields. The left side of 

Fig. 2 shows the current-density distribution in the 21.1 T magnet, where darker shades 

correspond to higher current densities. The current density in the outer coils is higher than in 

the inner ones. In contrast, copper can carry high current density at any field. The design of 

resistive magnets is driven by power and stress limitations. One kA of current in a small loop 

near the inner diameter of the coil produces higher field on the sample than the same current 

in a large loop near the outer diameter. In addition, if the current density is the same in those 

loops, the outer loop will dissipate more power due to its longer length. Consequently, if a 

resistive magnet has uniform current-density, the outer coils would generate far fewer Tesla 

per MW than the inner ones. By reducing the current density of the outer coils the power is 

used more efficiently and maximum field/power ratios are attained. The right side of Fig. 2 

shows the current-density of the SCH. The inner resistive coils have much higher current 

density than the outer ones, as well as much higher current density than those of the 21.1 T 

LTS magnet.

With SC NMR magnets, one attains higher homogeneity than a CMP magnet via three 

aspects: 1) longer coils to reduce the magnitude of the field expansion terms (z2, z4, z6, etc), 

2) notches and gaps to create negative field expansion terms to cancel the positive ones, and 

3) shimming. With resistive magnets, making longer coils is not a viable option because of 

the increase in power associated with it. Shorter coils coupled with the higher current 

densities described above results in a z2 term for the various coils being larger than those 

typical in a SC NMR coil set. For example, in the 21.1 T SC magnet shown above, the z2 

terms for coils 1 – 8 range between −0.7 and −6.1 T/m2. The split coil pair at the outer 

diameter has a z2 term of opposite sign to cancel the other 8 coils. Its value is 13.3 T/m2. For 
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the SCH, the coil with the smallest z2 term is the outermost resistive coil at −28.1 T/m2, 

while the value of the innermost resistive coil is 51.9 T/m2, despite having reduced current 

density at the mid-plane to improve the field uniformity. Table 1 presents the z2 terms from 

the various coils. This means that the field uniformity is more sensitive to misalignment of 

the coils in the SCH than it is for an SC NMR magnet. In turn, this requires relying more on 

shimming than is standard for a SC magnet. Consequently, field maps were first used to 

optimize the relative positions of the four Florida-Bitter resistive coils. A z-axis shift of 3 

mm for the AB resistive coils relative to the CD resistive coils was made based on the initial 

map.

Magnet Homogeneity

SC magnets are typically shimmed using a set of SC shims on the outside of the main coils 

and an extensive set of resistive shim coils in the room temperature bore of the magnet. For 

the SCH magnet, the outer dimensions of the magnet are so large that SC shim coils on the 

exterior would be prohibitively expensive and massive. Given the limited bore space and 

operation at multiple fields, a shimming strategy including ferromagnetic shims and a 

limited set of resistive shims was implemented. The raw field inhomogeneity of the SCH 

magnet is dominated by a first-order radial gradient of sinusoidal variation, as well as first- 

and second-order axial components. Field maps were measured using a differential method, 

thereby compensating for field drift during measurements. The combined inhomogeneity is 

~25 ppm over a 1 cm diameter cylinder of 1 cm in length (Fig. 3). Since the SCH was 

designed to run at multiple field strengths, each field strength required a different set of 

ferromagnetic shims; this was verified by the significant variations among the field maps at 

the three fields before shimming. A set of ferromagnetic shims for each field of operation 

(23.5, 28.2 and 35.2 T) mounted as probe caps has been developed based on the field maps. 

For further correction of the remaining SCH field inhomogeneity and susceptibility-induced 

inhomogeneity caused by the probe components near the sample, a resistive shim stack of 48 

mm outer diameter and 43 mm inner diameter is inserted into the magnet bore. The shim 

stack contains six first- and second-order shim terms. Fig. 3 shows that the combined 

ferromagnetic and resistive shims reduce the field inhomogeneity to within 1 ppm over the 

mapped 1 cm long, 1 cm diameter cylindrical volume. This approach required that the 

probes be mounted in the magnet with reproducible axial and angular position to ensure a 

consistent cancellation of the field inhomogeneity.

Magnetic Field regulation

Stable magnetic fields are essential for signal averaging and for performing multi-

dimensional experiments. Fig. 4 shows three traces of field fluctuations measured previously 

from a 25 T purely resistive magnet (the Keck magnet at the NHMFL) and three traces from 

the SCH magnet at 35.2 T. The fast field fluctuations were measured from 100 ms long free-

induction-decays (FID) of a D2O sample under MAS. The 25 T Keck magnet results show 

sizable 60 Hz ripples of about 3 ppm peak-to-peak originating from the magnet power 

supplies, lower frequency variations are also observed over the 100 ms duration. In addition, 

the different average fields among the three traces indicate that even slower field variation/

drift has occurred between the scans. In comparison, the SCH results show that while the 
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very slow drift between traces is still present, the 60 Hz ripples are significantly reduced. 

Over the 100 ms time period the field change is only a fraction of one ppm, much smaller 

than that of the 25 T magnet. This difference in the fast field fluctuations is due to the large 

inductance of the SC outsert coil in series with the resistive coil. The impedance of an 

inductor is inversely related to the frequency. Therefore, connecting the inner resistive coils 

of the SCH with the large SC coil dampens the high frequency oscillations more effectively 

than the low frequency ones. These reductions are essential for the implementation of field-

frequency locks to stabilize the magnetic field.

The field variation of the SCH magnet over a longer time scale has also been measured by 

observing the D2O 2H resonance repeatedly every 100 ms for a duration of 200 s, as shown 

in Fig. 5a. The result shows a variety of low-frequency oscillations and drift. The oscillation 

with a ~4 s time constant is associated with small fluctuations in the regulation of the water 

temperature used to cool the resistive SCH magnet coils. Previous measurements on the 

Keck magnet showed a 20 ppm shift in field per °C change in cooling water temperature. An 

increase of cooling water temperature results in thermal expansion of the resistive coils, thus 

reducing the current density and the magnetic field. The approximate 5 ppm peak-to-peak 

oscillations indicate variations of a few tenths of a degree of the cooling water temperature. 

A field-frequency NMR lock is used to regulate the magnetic field over longer time scales. 

In order to track and compensate for the fast changing magnetic field, a 6.84 M LiCl 

aqueous solution doped with 750 mM MnCl2 was used to provide a strong and fast 

responding 7Li signal. The paramagnetic doping is necessary because a duration of ~T1 is 

necessary for the continuous-wave (CW) NMR magnetization to reach a steady-state. Fast 

and accurate response is essential for the NMR lock to function properly. In this instance, 

doping of the solution with MnCl2 shortens both the 7Li T1 and T2 to an approximate value 

of 5 ms (measured at B0 = 14.1 T) without severely broadening the line width of the signal. 

During the lock-in procedure, the 7Li CW NMR signal is located with a large field sweep 

and by careful adjustment of the main magnetic field. Fig. 5c shows a plot of the lock sweep 

signal when it is phased and near the applied rf frequency of the lock channel. The CW 

spectrum shows multiple sidebands of the lock signal, which has a single resonance with ~3 

ppm line width centered near 0 kHz. These sidebands arise due to the 6.6 kHz repetition 

frequency of the time-shared pulse-acquisition loop used by the Bruker lock system. The 

lock sample is positioned from 5.5 to 11 mm vertically away from the center of the NMR 

sample coil (depending on the probe), has a length of 6 mm, and is contained in a 1.0 mm ID 

capillary. The lock sample position is outside the shimmed 1 cm cylindrical volume and the 

field inhomogeneity across the sample dominates its 3 ppm line width. Once the lock is 

turned on, the field sweeping stops and the lock system continuously measures the 

magnetization at the zero-crossing of the dispersive CW NMR spectrum. A change of 

magnetic field shifts the position of the zero-crossing and the deviation is used to regulate 

the field by feeding current into z0 shim coils [25]. For the SCH magnet, two custom-made 

z0 coils were wound in the shim stack and are presently capable of generating a combined 

±35 ppm field correction range at 35.2 T field. Fig. 5b shows that the magnetic field of the 

SCH magnet can presently be regulated to within 0.2 ppm using the described setup. It 

should be noted that the Bruker lock system is not designed to compensate for AC-line 

derived 60 Hz oscillations. The consequence of the residual 60 Hz oscillations depend on the 
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line width of resonances in the observed NMR spectra. For narrow lines sidebands at ±60 Hz 

are induced; for 120 Hz line widths, peak distortions may be observed, and for broader lines 

the effect becomes negligible. An integrated NMR lock with magnetic field flux stabilization 

is under development which will suppress these residual field oscillations [21].

NMR Operation on the SCH

Even though it is surrounded by a massive iron shield, the SCH has a considerable fringe 

field when operating at 35.2 T (Fig. 6a). The combination of stray field and magnet access 

from the platform (Fig. 6c) results in total cable lengths of more than 13.5 m between the 

probe and NMR console (Fig. 6b). Permanent cables within the cable tray, utilize up to 7/8 

inch diameter Heliax cables allowing for efficient rf transmission over the long distance. 

Furthermore, since the magnet will be used for EPR and CMP in addition to NMR, the 

console often needs to be relocated. Two cable-connection boxes are mounted at each end of 

the cable tray (Fig. 6e). The NMR preamplifier, incorporating the transmit/receive rf switch, 

is connected through a connector panel on the platform and is fully exposed to the residual 

fringe field of 0.1 T. Total attenuation between the output port of the rf power amplifier and 

the input of the probe, including loss in the cables, the losses in the rf filters and T/R switch 

within the Bruker preamplifier, is about 3 dB.

The SCH is presently in a commissioning phase in which various capabilities are being 

tested and operational issues are being addressed. To change samples the magnet needs to be 

ramped down from 35.2 T (~30 min) and ramped up (~30 min). This is necessary for two 

reasons: first, access to the top of the platform is prohibited when the magnet is at more than 

10 kA or 18 T for safety reasons and secondly, the magnet must be at zero field to lift the 

probe out of the bore if ferromagnetic shims are being used.

NMR Probes

Three NMR probes were constructed for solid-state NMR spectroscopy during the 

commissioning phase of the SCH magnet (Fig. 7): a triple-resonance HXY 2.0 mm MAS 

probe, a double-resonance HX static probe, and a single-resonance 3.2 mm MAS probe. A 

challenge in designing probes for high 1H frequencies is the choice of rf resonator. A 

traditional solenoid coil can be very difficult to tune to 1.5 GHz without serious reductions 

in either the sample volume and/or the number of turns. Small solenoids might still perform 

well for 1H-detected MAS probes with ≤ 1 mm rotors. For direct detection experiments, 

however, it is best to maintain sample size as large as possible within the minimal spinning 

speed requirements dictated by the increase in magnetic field. In such experiments the signal 

detection is performed at relatively low frequencies where the sensitivity of solenoids 

continues to remain unrivaled. The requirement on the 1H channel is typically that of 

generating high enough B1 fields for cross polarization (CP) and decoupling, and at the same 

time minimizing rf-induced sample heating in case of biological solids. Cross-coil designs 

[26–29] using separate and orthogonal resonators for high and low frequencies are best 

suited for these aims. Both the double- and triple-resonance probes built so far for the SCH 

utilize loop-gap resonators (LGR) for the 1H frequency (Fig. 8) with the low and high 

frequency resonators arranged so that the directions of the B1 fields they produce are 
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orthogonal. Separating high- and low-frequency circuits makes it easier to tune both probes 

to 1.5 GHz while affording reasonable sample size and a larger number of turns in the 

detection solenoid. The LGR is a low inductance structure that produces homogeneous B1 

field with inherently small E/B1 ratio, where E is the conservative electric field responsible 

for sample heating. This E field is further screened by the inner solenoid coil. The large size 

of the outer 1H LGR may be considered a drawback since its smaller filling factor implies a 

reduction in power efficiency B1/P0.5. However, the extra power applied in the 1H channel 

does not imply increased sample heating because the E/B1 ratio remains low in the sample 

volume.

The HXY MAS probe, shown in Fig. 7a, employs a 2.0 mm dual-drive spinning module 

with a maximum spinning rate of 37 kHz fabricated by Revolution NMR LLC and later 

modified in-house to accommodate the Low-E sample coil assembly. The modular design of 

the probe is aimed at expanding the number of possible X-Y isotope combinations and for 

optimizing the sensitivity of each combination for a desired detection channel. To achieve 

that, the triple-resonance probe is designed around tune cards – the two compact vertical PC 

boards that slide sideways in and out of the probe head (Fig. 8a). The 1H channel in the 

HXY rf circuit (Fig. 8b) is fully independent of the XY matching network that drives the 

inner 2.5 mm ID detection solenoid LXY, currently with 6 turns (Fig. 8c). The 1H channel 

resonates a rectangular LGR (LH–CH) stamped of 0.25-mm thick copper sheet with 

7.5×6.0×6.6 mm inner dimensions. The entire circuit is fully electrically balanced on all 

three channels. At these relatively high operating frequencies, balanced circuits help 

minimize wavelength effects in rf coils, which could otherwise adversely affect the 

homogeneity of B1 fields produced inside the sample [30, 31]. Balanced coils also reduce by 

half the rf voltage experienced by electrical components across the circuit, thereby allowing 

use of smaller trimmer capacitors with a more compact footprint. Balancing of the mid-

frequency X circuit introduces a second parallel resonant trap ZX2 that helps improve the X 

channel sensitivity since the resistive losses of traps ZX1 and ZX2 are added in parallel. At 

this time, the probe is being used at 1.5 GHz with two tuning configurations 1H/13C/2H 

and 1H/13C/15N, both optimized for 13C detection. The magnitude of the B1 field generated 

by the 1H channel reaches 119 kHz at 295 Watts. A B1 field of 100 kHz is generated for 13C 

at 300 W, 50 kHz for 2H at 300 W, and 50 kHz for 15N at 500 W, as measured at the base of 

the probe.

The HX static probe (Fig. 7b) features modular Low-E rf coils made for either 3.0 mm round 

or 4.0 × 4.0 mm rectangular sample cross-sections as shown in Fig. 7c. The 7.0 mm sample 

length keeps samples within optimized region of magnetic field homogeneity. These rf coil 

inserts are mounted on PC boards that slide sideways in and out of the probe head. 

Additional capacitive plug-ins are mounted on the side of each coil insert to preselect the 

frequency of the observe X channel. This way the frequency for the detection channel can be 

set between 70 and 250 MHz, corresponding to the frequency range between 109Ag and 2H 

nuclei. The square coils generate a B1 field of 64 kHz in the 1H channel at 295 W and 52 

kHz for 15N at 347 W in the detection channel, while the efficiencies for the round coil are 

73 kHz of 1H at 295 W and 58 kHz of 15N at 150 W in the detection channel.
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The single-resonance MAS probe (Fig. 7d) was constructed for primarily quadrupolar and 

low-γ nuclei NMR experiments, and uses a 3.2 mm pencil rotor in a custom spinner 

designed in-house and fabricated by Revolution NMR LLC. The rf circuit is similar to that 

of the HX static probe, but without the 1H channel, and can tune to frequencies from 70 to 

440 MHz covering nuclei between 39K and 65Cu in resonance frequency.

For each probe, in addition to the external 7Li lock coil that tracks slow B0 drift, an inductive 

B0 sensor to detect high frequency fluctuations has been added in preparation for the 

integrated NMR lock with magnetic field flux stabilization instrumentation that is currently 

in development [21].

Initial Science

Solid-state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei benefits greatly from high magnetic fields due to 

reduction of the second-order quadrupolar broadening [17]. Fig. 9 shows 27Al MAS spectra 

of 9Al2O3·2B2O3 acquired at 35.2 T on the SCH magnet using the 3.2 mm MAS probe. The 

spectra are compared with previously acquired spectra at the NHMFL of the same sample 

using the 25 T resistive Keck magnet and the 45 T hybrid magnet operating at 40 T. The 25 

and 40 T spectra were acquired with a single scan, as these magnetic fields were not 

regulated (the NHMFL 45 T hybrid magnet was designed for peak field but not for high 

homogeneity). The 35.2 T SCH spectra show much better resolution compared to the 25 T 

magnet, and also features of the second-order quadrupolar line shape that were not 

observable in the 40 T spectrum due to the reduced homogeneity and stability of the 45 T 

magnet. Importantly, the 35.2 T spectrum with 512 scans shows identical line shapes to the 

single-scan spectrum. This comparison illustrates, for the first time that signal averaging is 

possible without degrading resolution in a high-field powered magnet.

Solution NMR of quadrupolar nuclei in the slow molecular tumbling regime can also benefit 

greatly from high magnetic fields. The relaxation of spin > 1/2 nuclei from the quadrupolar 

interaction is multi-exponential and the behavior of the slow relaxing component is 

analogous to that of the central-transition of quadrupolar nuclei in solids. The quadrupole 

central-transition (QCT) line width in the slow tumbling regime has a strong field 

dependence, as demonstrated recently by the variable-field studies of 17O-enriched oxalate 

bound to chicken ovotransferrin (total molecular weight ~ 80 kDa) [32, 33] and pyruvate 

kinase (240 kDa) [34] up to 21.1 T. Fig. 10 shows 17O QCT spectra of [3,5,6-17O]-D-

glucose in glycerol solution at different magnetic fields. The comparison shows dramatic 

resolution and sensitivity enhancements at field strengths higher than those of currently 

available SC magnets. The signal-to-noise ratios scaled by the square root of the acquisition 

time are approximately 3:2:1 from the high to the low field spectra, and the partially 

overlapped resonances at 18.8 T become well resolved at 35.2 T. QCT NMR is particularly 

suitable for high-field powered magnets as the line width from intrinsic T2 is still relatively 

broad and insensitive to residual B0 field fluctuations and inhomogeneity.

Anisotropic quadrupolar line broadening can be removed by two-dimensional experiment 

like multiple-quantum or satellite-transition MAS (MQMAS or STMAS) [35, 36]. Fig. 11 

show a 17O MQMAS spectrum of 17O-enriched benzoic acid. The correlation between the 
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central-transition with the triple-quantum transition yields an isotropic chemical and 

quadrupolar shift spectrum along the indirect dimension after shearing [35]. The spectrum in 

Fig. 11 shows complete resolution between the two 17O sites along the indirect dimension. 

More importantly, there is no apparent t1-noise and artifacts in the 2D spectrum acquired 

using the SCH magnet and the modified Bruker lock system. The high field achievable at the 

SCH also narrows the line width along the direct dimension and provides an increase in the 

signal-to-noise ratio. The 3.2 mm MAS probe is capable of delivering 17O rf fields as high 

as 100 kHz, which is critical to maximizing the efficiency of the multiple-quantum 

experiments [37].

An N-acetyl valine (NAV) single crystal and a sample of the ion-conducting transmembrane 

channel protein gramicidin-A were used to demonstrate the performance of the static HX 

probe at 35.2 T field. The line widths of the four molecules per unit cell in the NAV crystal 

along the chemical shift dimension are between 1.6 and 1.9 ppm (spectrum not shown). For 

the gramicidin-A sample (uniformly aligned liquid crystalline lipid bilayer preparation), the 

chemical shift line width averages about 2.0 ppm for the two 15N-labeled Gly2 and Ala3 

sites, narrower than the 2.5 ppm line width of the same sample acquired on a 16.9 T SC 

magnet (not shown). Gramicidin-A is a model biological sample for oriented solid-state 

NMR of membrane proteins. The line widths are dominated by imperfections in the 

alignment known as oily streaks and parabolic focal conics. The reduced line widths in ppm 

suggest improved alignment of the liquid crystalline preparation by high magnetic fields, 

possibly by annealing the defect structures in the samples. In this instance, the similarity 

between the line widths of gramicidin-A and the NAV crystal suggests nearly ideal 

alignment of the protein sample. Fig. 12 shows the 2D 15N/1H separated-local-field 

spectrum of gramicidin-A using the SAMPI-4 sequence [39]. The high-resolution separated-

local-field spectrum provides the information of N-H bond orientation in membrane proteins 

relative to the lipid bilayer normal complimenting with distance information from MAS 

NMR for generating high resolution structures of membrane proteins in native like lipid 

bilayers. For these types of samples, high fields will not only enhance sensitivity, but will 

also result in enhanced resolution due to enhanced alignment from magnetic susceptibility 

effects, as seen here for the gramicidin-A sample.

Using the 2.0 mm HXY MAS probe, initial spectra have been recorded of organic molecules 

and model protein samples. Fig. 13 shows 1D 13C MAS spectra of adamantane and 

uniformly 13C/15N labeled GB1 protein sample. Both samples give rise to relatively 

sharp 13C lines. For adamantane, the single-scan spectrum has line widths of approximately 

70 Hz or 0.2 ppm. There are signs of small sidebands from residual 60 Hz field fluctuations 

of the magnet power supply noise. The spectrum of GB1 shows average 13C line widths of 

~0.5 pm. NMR line width consists of a homogenous contribution that is usually independent 

of the magnetic field, and an inhomogeneous part that is in general proportional to the 

magnetic field. High magnetic fields can improve spectral resolution while enhancing 

sensitivity if the homogenous contribution to the line width is dominant, since the same line 

width in units of Hz would result in a smaller line width in units of ppm as the magnetic 

field increases. However, for powered magnets the resulting line width also depends on 

additional contributions from residual field inhomogeneity and fluctuations, which presently 

appear to be ~0.1 ppm for 13C line widths at the SCH magnet.
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Fig. 14 shows a 2D 13C DARR spectrum acquired on the SCH at a field of 35.2 T overlaid 

with a spectrum acquired on a high-resolution 18.8 T SC magnet at the NHMFL. The lowest 

contour level is set at 1% of the maximum peak intensity, which exposes t1-noise ridges in 

the SCH spectrum. In terms of resolution, it is encouraging that 13C line widths in ppm 

along the acquisition dimension are sometimes slightly less on the SCH compared to the 

18.8 T SC magnet. The smaller line width arises mostly from the reduction in the 

homogeneous contribution to the 13C peaks in units of ppm. In contrast, the line width in 

ppm along the indirect dimension is on average slightly larger in the SCH spectrum. 

Residual field fluctuations during the acquisition period can cause not only t1-noise, but also 

additional line broadening to the indirect dimension. With regard to sensitivity, the spectral 

slices along the acquisition dimension show higher S/N in the 18.8 T spectrum. It should be 

noted that the 1.5 GHz spectrum is the first high-resolution 2D spectrum of a protein ever 

acquired on a powered magnet. GB1 is likely one of the most challenging protein samples to 

do experiments with using the powered SCH magnet in terms of t1-noise given its narrow 

spectral line widths and strong signals. For typical membrane proteins, the 13C line widths 

are ~1 ppm and the t1-noise is a lesser issue. With the difference in rotor sizes, less than 1/3 

of the sample amount was used for the 35.2 T SCH spectrum compared to the 18.8 T 

spectrum. Further improvements in field regulation, probe performance and NMR methods, 

such as polarization transfer are underway for optimal high-resolution MAS NMR of bio-

solids at 1.5 GHz field.

Conclusions

We have shown that the SCH magnet at the NHMFL has met the goal of 1 ppm homogeneity 

over a 1 cm DSV with field grading, ferromagnetic shimming and active resistive shimming. 

The series connection between the resistive insert and superconducting outsert magnets has 

dampened the high-frequency field oscillations facilitating field regulation using an external 

NMR lock to achieve better than 1 ppm stability. The improved magnetic field homogeneity 

and stability coupled with a state-of-the-art NMR console and NMR probes enable high-

resolution solid-state NMR at 1.5 GHz field, 50% higher field than what superconducting 

NMR magnets can generate today. The initial results using the SCH magnet have 

demonstrated some of the great benefits of high magnetic fields, especially for half-integer 

quadrupolar nuclei. The dramatic line narrowing and sensitivity enhancement associated 

with half-integer quadrupolar nuclei is demonstrated here for materials and biological 

samples with 27Al and 17O spectra, collected both in the solid phase and in solutions. For 

oriented-sample solid-state NMR, a technique that uniquely characterizes the orientation of 

membrane proteins relative to the lipid bilayer environment, the enhanced alignment 

achieved at 35.2 T suggests another resolution enhancement factor leading to further 

sensitivity enhancement. In addition, initial results from GB1 protein have shown that the 

SCH magnet can be used for high-resolution solid-state NMR with sub ppm resolution . 

Further improvement on field stabilization remains key in the continuing effort to pursue 

higher spectral resolution and more challenging applications on the SCH magnet. A 

combined magnetic flux stabilization and NMR lock will be implemented in the near future 

for better field regulation and the suppression of high-frequency oscillations. Probes capable 

of higher MAS frequencies for 1H-detected solid-state NMR are also under development for 
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the SCH. Once high-temperature superconducting materials are further developed, SC 

magnets with magnetic fields similar to that of the SCH magnet presented here will be 

accessible in the future. In the meantime, the SCH NMR spectrometer is available at fields 

up to 35.2 T (1.5 GHz for 1H) to the user community ~7 hours per day, 4 days per week and 

approximately 3 out of 4 weeks each month for 11 months of the year. User demand, has the 

potential to increase these hours.
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Highlights

- Series-connected hybrid (SCH) magnet at the NHMFL reaches field of 36.1 

T

- SCH achieves sub-ppm field homogeneity and stability, enabling 2D NMR

- 2D NMR is performed with MAS and oriented protein samples

- High fields improve spectral sensitivity and resolution of quadrupolar nuclei
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Fig. 1. 
Conductors for the SCH and typical NMR magnets: (a) LTS conductor typically used in 

NMR superconducting magnets. (b) Florida Bitter plates used for resistive magnets 

including the resistive insert of the SCH magnet. (c) Cable and conduit, shown in length and 

cross sections, like those used for the SCH magnet. The schematic cross-section of the SCH 

magnet showing: the (d) resistive coils, (e) superconducting CICC coil, (f) HTS lead that 

joins the resistive and CICC coils in series, (g) chilled water feed and return below the 

resistive component, and (h) probe access from the top to the magnet bore.
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Fig. 2. 
Coil stacking and current density distribution in the various coils comparing (right) the 36.1 

T SCH magnet and (left) the 105 mm bore 21.1 T NMR/MRI SC magnet at the NHMFL. 

The vertical line between the two block diagrams represents the center of field and each 

block represents a coil. The current density distribution ranges from 12 to 216 A/mm2. Note 

that the individual SCH resistive coils (A, B, C, D) have regions of varying current densities; 

this is referred to as current density grading.
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Fig. 3. 
SCH field maps before (black) and after (red) shimming. The shimming was optimized over 

the middle +/− 0.5 cm portion and achieved better than 1.0 ppm homogeneity over a 1 cm 

cylinder volume at all three fields. The field maps were measured using a Resonance 

Research Inc mapping system with a stepper motor driving a small NMR sample on a helical 

path through the magnet with a 2.5 mm pitch and 1 cm diameter. The mapping system was 

used in single transmitter, dual receiver configuration for a second stationary sample on the 

field axis. The difference between the two simultaneously acquired peaks was measured to 
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obtain the field map. Such a differential method eliminates errors caused by field variations 

during the mapping procedure.
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Fig. 4. 
Comparison of the magnetic field fluctuations between the NHMFL (left) 25 T Keck 

resistive and (right) 35.2 T SCH magnets as measured from the shimmed free-induction-

decay of a D2O sample under MAS; three measurements are shown for each magnet.
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Fig. 5. 
Field stabilization resulting from implementation of a modified Bruker lock system 

operating on an external doped 7Li lock sample. (a) Raw magnetic field fluctuations (black 

trace) and locked magnetic field (red trace) measured by averaging the field over 60 ms of 

D2O FID. The measurement is repeated every 100 ms for a total duration of 200 s. (b) 

Expansion of the red trace in (a) showing B0 field stability within 0.2 ppm. (c) 7Li lock 

sweep spectrum. All measurement were performed at 35.2 T using the single-resonance 3.2 

mm MAS probe.
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Fig. 6. 
The SCH magnet is located behind an iron shield (a) to reduce the stray field in the user area 

and to reduce the influence from a nearby 45T hybrid magnet. The Bruker AVANCE NEO 

console (b) is visible in the foreground. Probe and shim stack are inserted from the platform 

above the magnet (c). Preamps (not visible in photo) are also located on the platform. Floor- 

and platform- side connector panels (d) linked by low-loss cables facilitate rapid console 

installation and removal from the magnet cell to allow other scientific uses for the magnet. 

Sample chilling units (Bruker BCU-2 and SP Scientific AirJet90XR) (e) are located on a 

shelf on the right wall.
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Fig. 7. 
(a) Triple-resonance 2.0 mm HXY MAS probe with tune cards to select X and Y isotope 

combinations. (b) Double-resonance HX static probe with (c) modular sliding rf coils for 

different sample shapes and dimensions. (d) Single-resonance 3.2 mm MAS probe for 

experiments requiring larger sample amounts. The small cylinder sitting on the upper PCB 

plate in each probe is an inductive flux sensor coil for active field regulation. The external 

lock samples and rf coils are located directly underneath the top PC board in the 2.0 mm and 

static probes, whereas in the 3.2 mm MAS probe the lock coil is located above the main 

detection coil inside the stator and the lock sample is loaded through the side holes in the 

stator mounting posts.
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Fig. 8. 
(a) A pair of tune cards made of low-loss Rogers 4003 substrate for the triple-resonance 

MAS probe which allows switching between different HXY tuning configurations, re-

balancing sensitivity for detection in either X or Y channels, or switching the probe to 

double-resonance mode. (b) Fully balanced rf matching network of the HXY MAS probe. 

Values are for 1H/13C/15N tuning; black, red, and blue colors indicate current paths of 1H, X, 

and Y signals respectively, or of their mixture. (c) 1.5 GHz Low-E rf insert for the 2.0 mm 

HXY MAS probe. The dual-gap Low-E style resonator is stamped from 0.25 mm thick 

copper.
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Fig. 9. 
27Al MAS spectra of 9Al2O3·2B2O3 acquired at 25 T using the Keck resistive magnet 

(single-scan), at 35.2 T on the SCH magnet (512 scans and single scan) and at 40 T in the 45 

T hybrid magnet (single scan). The 25 and 40 T spectra were published previously [17, 18].
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Fig. 10. 
17O QCT spectra of [3,5,6-17O]-D-glucose in glycerol acquired at 270 K with 2048, 8192 

and 20480 scans for 35.2, 28.1 and 18.8T, respectively, and with 0.01 s recycle delay.
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Fig. 11. 
2D 17O 3QMAS spectrum of benzoic acid at 35.2 T acquired at 12.5 kHz MAS with rotor-

synchronized t1-evolution, a recycle delay of 0.1 s, 96 scans per t1 point and a total of 12 t1 

points. Q-shearing was used during processing of the spectrum to expand the spectral width 

and ‘unwrap’ the spinning sidebands in the f1 dimension [38]. Shown in color are the 

resolved second-order line shapes for each site.
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Fig. 12. 
15N/1H SAMPI-4 separated-local-field spectrum of dimeric 15NGly2

15NAla3 labeled 

gramicidin-A in liquid crystalline lipid bilayers aligned with glass slides. The spectrum was 

acquired at 35.2 T using the HX static probe with a 4 s recycle delay and 64 t1 increments, 

each with 12 acquisitions.
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Fig. 13. 
13C CP/MAS spectrum of GB1 at B0 = 35.2 T using 24.4 kHz MAS, a recycle delay of 2 s, 

100 kHz 1H decoupling and averaging 64 scans. Inset: 13C MAS spectrum of adamantane 

obtained with a single acquisition and 50 kHz 1H decoupling.
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Fig. 14. 
Overlay of 2D 13C DARR spectra of GB1 obtained on the SCH magnet at 35.2 T (red) and 

on an 18.8 T SC magnet (black). The SCH spectrum was acquired at a 13C Larmor 

frequency of 377.2 MHz with a 2.0 mm HXY Low-E MAS probe, 24.4 kHz MAS, a recycle 

delay of 1.5 s, 100 kHz 1H decoupling, 250 ms DARR mixing time, 2 scans per t1 point and 

a maximum t1 evolution of 8 ms, requiring a total time of 91 minutes. The 18.8 T spectrum 

was acquired at a 13C Larmor frequency of 201.2 MHz with a 3.2 mm HXY Low-E MAS 

probe, 13 kHz MAS, a recycle delay of 2 s, 100 kHz 1H decoupling, 80 ms DARR mixing 

time, 2 scans per t1 point and a maximum t1 evolution of 19.7 ms, requiring a total time of 

145 minutes. The base contour levels for both 2D spectra are set at 1% of their maximum 

peak intensities.
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Table 1

z2 Terms for SCH and 21.1 T magnet coils

SCH Coils z2 term
(T/m2)

21.1 T Coils z2 term
(T/m2)

Resistive A 51.9 1 (innermost) −0.73

Resistive B 41.6 2 −0.80

Resistive C −32.9 3 −0.93

Resistive D −28.1 4 −1.14

Superconducting −29.7 5 −1.20

6 −0.98

7 −1.43

8 −6.03

9(outermost) 13.28

Total 2.8 Total 0.04
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